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One key element of the Islamic intellectual tradition is the commentary.

Commentaries on the Qur■an (tafs■r) began early in Islamic history, but from

about the 12th or 13th century, well into the 19th, commentaries on other scholarly

texts became extremely common. -jm

Usually a commentary is called a shar■, and a supercommentary (i.e. a commentary on a commentary) is called a

■■shiyah. Sometimes you get all the way up to a fourth- or fifth-level supercommentary. -jm
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Sometimes it's hard to even tell what the "core text" is, because even a very famous text that's the core of many

commentaries might present itself as an abridgement or comment on something even earlier. -jm



Commentaries might serve multiple purposes: to explain obscure grammar or vocabulary, to dig into particular legal cases,

etc. Even to show why the core text is wrong. Eventually you get some Ottoman Turkish commentaries that translate

Persian poems and then comment on them. -jm



Authors of commentaries often mark quotes from the core text by key words like "qawluhu" ("what he said") and manuscripts

often emphasize this by writing these words in red or putting a line over the quoted text, so you can figure out who is talking.

-jm



Readers might add their own comments in the margins, and sometimes their students will later collect their marginal notes

into a new commentary and edit it for publication. -jm



And then you have situations like this, where the scribe copies their own commentary in professional, elaborate style in the

margin. -jm

A lot of Western scholars historically have dismissed this phase of Islamic scholarship because it's not "original," but I think it

raises interesting questions about the way that scholars position ourselves in a tradition. This goes beyond just citing

sources! -jm

Combine the commentary tradition with the sort of dynamic manuscripts that I discussed here (https://t.co/cnDobT6uSJ) and

you see how these scholars are making their place in a scholarly lineage abundantly clear. -jm

This structure is fairly consistent on texts and manuscripts that come later, once the basic elements of the scholarly

tradition have reached some level of stability. But there are some early manuscripts that look quite different, and are

much more dynamic. -jm https://t.co/Lr56FJ94U1

— Tweeting Historians (@Tweetistorian) January 13, 2021
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Not trying to bring back the supercommentary, but it's interesting to think about a world where you can do good scholarship

without trying to be the first person who thought of everything and instead show explicitly (visually!) how you're interacting

with your predecessors. -jm

Manuscripts in this thread: https://t.co/GcpYPpV13A; https://t.co/zUb9PT2asx; https://t.co/ANBa1Gje7E;

https://t.co/YP2YM2Vj3R; https://t.co/Kd135PZQ8r; https://t.co/zxS6WTDifE; https://t.co/5YdszJx6It
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